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High Energy Neutrinos from Cosmological Gamma-Ray Burst Fireballs
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Observations suggest thatg-ray bursts (GRBs) are produced by the dissipation of the kinetic ene
of a relativistic fireball. We show that a large fraction,$10%, of the fireball energy is expected to
be converted by photomeson production to a burst of,1014 eV neutrinos. A km2 neutrino detector
would observe at least several tens of events per year correlated with GRBs, and test for n
properties (e.g., flavor oscillations, for which upward movingt’s would be a unique signature, an
coupling to gravity) with an accuracy many orders of magnitude better than is currently pos
[S0031-9007(97)02796-8]

PACS numbers: 96.40.Tv, 14.60.Pq, 98.70.Rz, 98.70.Sa
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Recent observations ofg-ray bursts (GRBs) suggest tha
they originate from cosmological sources [1] (see, ho
ever, [2]). General phenomenological considerations
dicate that the bursts are produced by the dissipation
the kinetic energy of a relativistic expanding fireball (se
[3] for reviews). The physical conditions in the dissipa
tion region imply [4] that protons may be Fermi accele
ated in this region to energies.1020 eV. Furthermore, the
spectrum and flux of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (abo
1019 eV) are consistent with those expected from Fer
acceleration of protons in cosmological GRBs [5]. W
show in this Letter that a natural consequence of the dis
pative fireball model of GRBs is the conversion of a si
nificant fraction of the fireball energy to an accompanyin
burst of,1014 eV neutrinos, created by photomeson pr
duction of pions in interactions between the fireballg rays
and accelerated protons. The neutrino burst is produ
by interaction with protons with energies much lower tha
,1020 eV, the maximum acceleration energy. As show
below,1015 eV protons interact with the,1 MeV photons
carrying the bulk ofg-ray energy to produce,1014 eV
neutrinos.

The rapid variability time,,1 ms, observed in some
GRBs implies that the sources are compact, with a l
ear scaler0 , 107 cm. The high luminosity required for
cosmological bursts,,1051 ergs s21, then results in an op-
tically thick (to pair creation) plasma, which expands an
accelerates to relativistic velocities [6]. The hardness
the observed photon spectra, which extends to$100 MeV,
implies that theg-ray emitting region must be moving with
a Lorentz factorG of order 100 [7], and constitutes inde
pendent evidence for ultrarelativistic outflow. The hig
energy density in the source would result in comple
thermalization and a blackbody spectrum [6], in contra
with observations. To overcome this problem, Rees a
Mészáros suggested [8] thatg-ray emission results from
the dissipation at large radius of the kinetic energy of t
relativistic ejecta. Such dissipation is expected to occ
due to a collision with the interstellar medium [8], or du
to internal collisions within the ejecta [9,10].
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Paczyn´ski and Xu suggested [9] thatg rays are emitted
by the decay of neutral pions, which are produced inpp
collisions once the kinetic energy is dissipated throug
internal collisions. In this case, an accompanying burst
,30 GeV neutrinos is expected due to the decay o
charged pions. [Note added.—S. Pakvasa [Beyond the
Standard Model IV,edited by J. F. Gunionet al. (World
Scientific, River Edge, 1995)] and A. K. Mann (to
be published) suggested production of higher ener
neutrinos without specifying a production mecha
nism.] It is not clear, however, whether this model ca
account for the observed spectra. A more conservati
mechanism forg-ray production is the emission of syn-
chrotron radiation (possibly followed by inverse-Compto
scattering) by relativistic electrons accelerated in th
dissipation shocks [8,10]. In this case, the proton dens
in the wind is too low to allow significant conversion of
energy to neutrinos throughpp collisions.

In the region where electrons are accelerated, proto
are also expected to be shock accelerated. This is sim
to what is thought to occur in supernovae remnant shock
where synchrotron radiation of accelerated electrons is t
likely source of nonthermal x rays (recent observation
give evidence for acceleration of electrons in the remna
of SN1006 to1014 eV [11]), and where shock acceleration
of protons is believed to produce cosmic rays with energ
extending to,1015 eV (see, e.g., [12] for review). The
spectrum of ultrahigh energy cosmic rays (above1019 eV)
is consistent [5] with that expected from Fermi acceleratio
of protons in cosmological GRBs, and the flux is consiste
with this scenario [4] provided the efficiency with which
kinetic energy is converted to accelerated protons is co
parable to the efficiency with which energy is converte
to accelerated electrons (and hence tog rays). We derive
below the expected spectrum and flux of high energy ne
trinos, produced by photomeson interactions between t
wind g rays and shock-accelerated protons, and discuss
implications for high energy neutrino astronomy.

Neutrino production in dissipative wind models o
GRBs.—We consider a compact source producing a win
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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characterized by an average luminosityL , 1051 erg s21

and mass loss rateÙM  Lyhc2. At small radius, the wind
bulk Lorentz factor,G, grows linearly with radius, until
most of the wind energy is converted to kinetic energy a
G saturates atG , h , 100. Variability of the source
on the time scaleDt, resulting in fluctuations in the wind
bulk Lorentz factorG on a similar time scale, would lead to
internal shocks in the ejecta at a radiusr , rd ø G2cDt.
We assume that internal shocks reconvert a substantial
of the kinetic energy to internal energy, which is the
radiated asg rays by synchrotron and inverse-Compto
radiation of shock-accelerated electrons.

The photon distribution in the wind rest frame i
isotropic. Denoting bynsegddeg the number density of
photons in the energy rangeeg to eg 1 deg in the wind
rest frame, the fractional energy loss rate of a proton w
energyep in the wind rest frame due to pion production i

t21
p sepd ; 2

1
ep

dep

dt


1

2G2
p

c
Z `

e0

de sp sedjsede
Z `

ey2Gp

dx x22nsxd ,

(1)
where Gp  epympc2, spsed is the cross section for
pion production for a photon with energye in the
proton rest frame,jsed is the average fraction of energy
lost to the pion, ande0  0.15 GeV is the threshold
energy. The GRB photon spectrum is well fitted in th
Burst and Transient Source Experiment (BATSE) ran
(30 keV 3 MeV) by a combination of two power laws,
nsegd ~ e

2b
g with different values ofb at low and high

energy [13]. The break energy (whereb changes) in the
observer frame is typicallyeob.

gb , 1 MeV, with b . 1
at energies below the break andb . 2 above the break.
Hereafter we denote quantities measured in the obser
frame with the superscript “ob.” (e.g.,eob.

gb  Gegb).
The second integral in (1) may be approximated byZ `

e
dx x22nsxd .

1
1 1 b

Ug

2e
3
gb

µ
e

egb

∂2s11bd
, (2)

where Ug is the photon energy density (in the rang
corresponding to the observed BATSE range) in the wi
rest frame,b  1 for e , egb andb  2 for e . egb.
The main contribution to the first integral in (1) is from
photon energiese , epeak  0.3 GeV, where the cross
section peaks due to theD resonance. Approximating the
integral by the contribution from the resonance we obta

t21
p sepd .

Ug

2egb
cspeakjpeak

3
De

epeak
mins1, 2Gpegbyepeakd . (3)

Here, speak . 5 3 10228 cm2 and jpeak . 0.2 are the
values ofs and j at e  epeak, and De . 0.2 GeV is
the peak width.

The energy loss of protons due to pion production
small during the acceleration process [4]. Once accel
d
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e

er

d
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ated, the time available for proton energy loss by pi
production is comparable to the wind expansion time
measured in the wind rest frame,td , rdyGc. Thus, the
fraction of energy lost by protons to pions isfp . rdy
Gctp . The energy density in the BATSE range,Ug , is re-
lated to the luminosityLg by Lg  4pr2

dG2cUg. Using
this relation in (3),fp is given by

fp seob.
p d  0.20

Lg,51

e
ob.
gb,MeV G

4
300Dtms

3

(
1, if eob.

p . e
ob.
pb ;

eob.
p ye

ob.
pb , otherwise.

(4)

Here, Lg  1051Lg,51 erg s21, G  300G300, Dt 
1023Dtms s, and the proton break energy is

eob.
pb  1.3 3 1016G2

300seob.
gb,MeV d21 eV . (5)

Thus, for parameters typical of a GRB producing wind,
significant fraction of the energy of protons accelerated
energies larger than the break energy,,1016 eV, would
be lost to pion production. Note that since the flow
ultrarelativistic, the results given above are independ
of whether the wind is spherically symmetric or jetlike
provided the jet opening angle is.1yG (for a jetlike wind,
L is the luminosity that would have been produced by t
wind if it were spherically symmetric).

Since the constraint on the bulk Lorentz factor,G $

100, is derived from the requirement that the wind be o
tically thin to pair production for photons with observe
energy,100 MeV, it is useful to expressfp as a function
of the pair production optical depthtgg. A test photon
with energyet may produce pairs in interactions with pho
tons with energy exceeding a thresholdeth, determined by
eteth  2smec2d2ys1 2 cosud, whereu is the angle be-
tween the photons propagation directions. Pair product
interactions involve photons with energy much higher th
the break energy,egb. A test photon with observed energ
eob.

t  100 MeV, for example, has an energy,1 MeV in
the wind rest frame, and therefore interacts mainly w
photons of similar energy to produce pairs. Assumi
that the spectrum of photons produced in the dissipat
region extends asnsed ~ e22 from the BATSE range to
(observed) energies well above100 MeV, the mean free
path for pair production (in the wind rest frame) for a ph
ton of energyet is

l21
gg setd 

1
2

3
16

sT

Z
d cosus1 2 cosud

Z `

ethset,ud
de

Ug

2e2


1

16
sT

Uget

smec2d2
. (6)

Here we have used a constant cross section,3sT y16, where
sT is the Thomson cross section, above the thresholdeth.
[The cross section drops as lnsedye for e ¿ eth; however,
since the number density of photons drops rapidly w
energy, (6) is a good approximation.]
2293
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The optical depth is given bytgg  rdyGlgg . Using
(6), we obtain

fp seob.
p d  0.15tggseob.

t  100 MeVd
minseob.

p , e
ob.
pb d

1016 eV
.

(7)

Only a small fraction of bursts show a power law spe
trum extending to.100 MeV. Most bursts may therefore
havetggseob.

t  100 MeVd larger than unity, leading to
higher efficiency of pion production. Furthermore, va
ability of the source over different time scales would le
to dissipation shocks over a range of radii [10], where
optical depth may become small only at the largest d
sipation radii. While photons can escape only from ra
where the optical depth is small, neutrinos can escape f
almost any depth. Thus, most of the burst energy m
actually come out in neutrinos. ForG  100 andLg 
1051 erg s21, for example,tggseob.

t  100 MeVd , 1 for
rd , 1014 cm, where internal shocks result from variab
ity over a 0.1 s time scale. Variability on shorter tim
scales results in collisions at smaller radii with larger pi
production efficiency. The conversion to high energy
ons of a significant fraction,$20%, of the energy of pro-
tons accelerated to energy similar to or larger than
break energyepb , would be avoided only ifG ¿ 100.

Neutrino spectrum and flux.—Roughly half of the
energy lost by protons goes intop0’s and the other half
to p1’s. Neutrinos are produced by the decay ofp1’s,
p1 ! m1 1 nm ! e1 1 ne 1 nm 1 nm [the large
optical depth for high energyg’s from p0 decay, cf.
Eq. (6), would not allow these photons to escape
wind]. The mean pion energy is 20% of the energy
the proton producing the pion. This energy is rough
evenly distributed between thep1 decay products.
Thus, approximately half the energy lost by protons
energyep is converted to neutrinos with energy,0.05ep .
Equation (4) then implies that the spectrum of neutrin
aboveenb  0.05epb follows the proton spectrum, and i
harder (by one power of the energy) at lower energy. T
break energy iseob.

nb  5 3 1014G
2
300seob.

gb,MeV d21 eV. For
a power law differential spectrum of accelerated proto
nsepd ~ e22

p , as typically expected for Fermi acceleratio
and which would produce the observed spectrum
ultrahigh energy cosmic rays [5], the differential neutri
spectrum isnsend ~ e2a

n with a  1 below the break
and a  2 above the break. The spectrum may
modified above the energy wherenm are produced by
the decay of muons with lifetimeGmtm (whereGm is the
muon Lorentz factor andtm  2 3 1026 s its rest life-
time) comparable to the wind dynamical timerdyGc, i.e.,
above eob.

nm  mmc2rdy3tmc ø G2mmc2Dty3tm  5 3

1015G
2
300Dtms eV. Muons producingnm with higher

energy may adiabatically lose a significant part of th
energy before decaying (other energy loss proces
e.g., inverse-Compton scattering, can be shown to be
important).
2294
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Most of the neutrino energy is carried by neutrinos wi
energy close to the break energy,e

ob.
nb , 1014 eV. The

neutrino flux depends on the relative efficiency with whic
the wind kinetic energy is converted to accelerated proto
compared to the efficiency with which energy is convert
to accelerated electrons (and therefore tog rays). If cos-
mological GRBs are the sources of ultrahigh energy co
mic rays, then the efficiency of converting energy tog rays
and to accelerated protons should be similar. The ene
production rate required to produce the observed flux of
trahigh energy cosmic rays, assuming that the sources
cosmologically distributed, is,4 3 1044 erg Mpc23 yr21

over the energy range1019 1021 eV, comparable to the
rate of energy production by GRBs asg rays in the BATSE
range [5]. For a proton generation spectrumnsepd ~ e22

p ,
similar energy is contained in equal logarithmic energ
intervals, implying that the total energy converted to a
celerated protons (i.e., over the energy rangeGpmpc2 ,
1012 1021 eV) is a few times that converted tog-ray en-
ergy in the BATSE range. We therefore assume below t
the conversion efficiency is similar for electrons and pr
tons, leading to an energy production rate above the pro
energy break,,1016 eV, ÙE , 4 3 1044 erg Mpc23 yr21

( ÙE depends only logarithmically on the value of the brea
energy).

The present day neutrino energy density due to GR
is approximately given byUn ø 0.5fp sepbdtH

ÙE, where
tH ø 1010 yr is the Hubble time. The neutrino flux is
therefore approximately given by

Jnsen . enbd ø
c

4p

Un

enb
ø 10213 fp sepbd

0.2
ÙE44

3

µ
e

ob.
nb

1014 eV

∂21

cm22 s21 sr21, (8)

where ÙE  1044 ÙE44 erg Mpc23 yr21. The high energy
neutrinos predicted in the dissipative wind model of GRB
may be observed by detecting the Cherenkov light em
ted by high energy muons produced by neutrino intera
tions below a detector on the surface of the Earth (s
[14] for a recent review). This technique works only fo
muons entering the detector from below, “upward movin
muons,” due to the large background of downward atm
spheric muons. The probabilityPnm that a neutrino would
produce a high energy muon in the detector is appro
mately given by the ratio of the high energy muon ran
to the neutrino mean free path. At the high energy we a
considering,Pnm . 1026seny1 TeVd [14]. Using (8), the
expected flux of upward moving muons is

Jm" ø 50
fpsepbd

0.2

3

µ ÙE
4 3 1044 erg Mpc23 yr21

∂
km22 yr21. (9)

The rate is almost independent ofenb , due to the increase
of Pnm with energy.
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The rate (9) is comparable to the background expect
due to atmospheric neutrinos [14]. However, neutrin
bursts should be easily detected above the backgrou
since the neutrinos would be correlated, both in time an
angle, with the GRBg rays. A km2 neutrino detector
should detect each year,10 to 100 neutrinos correlated
with GRBs. Furthermore, nearby bright GRBs, althoug
rare (,0.1 per year), would produce a burst of severa
neutrinos in a km2 detector. A burst at a distance of
100 Mpc producing0.4 3 1051 erg in,1014 eV neutrinos
would produce,3 km22 upward muons.

Implications.—Detection of neutrinos from GRBs
would corroborate the cosmological fireball scenario fo
GRB production (acceleration of protons to ultrahig
energy by the processes discussed above is not possib
GRBs are galactic [15]). Neutrinos from GRBs could b
used to test the simultaneity of neutrino and photon arriv
to an accuracy of,1 s (,1 ms for short bursts), checking
the assumption of special relativity that photons an
neutrinos have the same limiting speed. [The time dela
for neutrino of energy1014 eV with massmn traveling
100 Mpc is only ,10211smny10 eVd2 s]. These obser-
vations would also test the weak equivalence principl
according to which photons and neutrinos should suff
the same time delay as they pass through a gravitatio
potential. With1 s accuracy, a burst at100 Mpc would
reveal a fractional difference in a limiting speed of10216,
and a fractional difference in a gravitational time dela
of order 1026 (considering the Galactic potential alone)
Previous applications of these ideas to supernova 198
(see [16] for review), where simultaneity could be checke
only to an accuracy of order several hours, yielded muc
weaker upper limits: of order1028 and1022 for fractional
differences in the limiting speed [17] and time delay [18]
respectively.

The model discussed above predicts the production
high energy muon and electron neutrinos with a2:1 ratio.
If vacuum neutrino oscillations occur in nature, then neu
trinos that get here should be almost equally distributed b
tween flavors for which the mixing is strong. In fact, if the
atmospheric neutrino anomaly has the explanation it is us
ally given, oscillation tont ’s with mass,0.1 eV [19], then
one should detect equal numbers ofnm’s andnt ’s. Upgo-
ing t’s, rather thanm’s, would be a distinctive signature of
such oscillations. Sincent ’s are not expected to be pro-
duced in the fireball, looking for upgoingt’s would be an
“appearance experiment” (nt ’s may be produced by photo-
production of charmed mesons; however, the high phot
threshold,,50 GeV, and low cross section,,1 mb [20],
for such reactions imply that the ratio of charmed meson
pion production is,1024). To allow a flavor change, the
difference in squared neutrino masses,Dm2, should exceed
a minimum value proportional to the ratio of source dis
tance and neutrino energy [16]. A burst at100 Mpc pro-
ducing1014 eV neutrinos can test forDm2 $ 10216 eV2,
5 orders of magnitude more sensitive than solar neut
nos. Note that due to the finite pion lifetime, flavor mixing
d
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would be caused by decoherence, rather than by real o
lations, for neutrinos with masses.0.1 eV.

The nm’s may resonantly oscillate tone ’s [the
Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) effect] as the
escape the fireball, provided the electron number d
sity exceeds the MSW resonance density (e.g., [16
The fireball electron density is approximatelyne , Ly
4pr2

dG2mpc3 , 1010 1012 cm23, implying that the
MSW effect could be important only for neutrino mass
smaller than,10212 eV2. For such low masses, the
spatial scale of the fireball implies thatne changes too
rapidly to allow the use of the adiabatic approximatio
and that the influence of the MSW effect would depe
on the detailed structure of the fireball.
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